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Geoffrey Stenger's practice is primarily focused on project development, energy,

infrastructure and construction law across Canada and internationally. He acts for owners

and contractors on a variety of commercial matters relating to structuring, delivery,

financing, execution and transfer of projects. He has been repeatedly ranked as a leading

Canadian lawyer in both energy and infrastructure by Chambers and Lexpert.

Geoffrey's experience includes development of power generation (natural gas, solar and

wind power projects), pipeline, gas processing, storage, transmission, LNG, petrochemical

and refinery projects along with a number of public infrastructure projects (highways,

hospitals, schools and light rail projects). His experience in these areas includes

structuring, drafting and negotiating of project execution agreements (EPC, CM, DBFM,

DBFOM progressive DB and collaboration agreements), long-term service and off-take

agreements, joint venture and partnership agreements, operation and maintenance

agreements, and financing agreements in connection with such projects (including

procurement documentation (RFPs)).

Bennett Jones

"Geoff is extremely knowledgeable and excellent at navigating difficult situations.

He provides excellent customer service and always makes himself available for

time-sensitive matters."

What Clients Say

"He's a really strong lawyer who's incredibly intelligent."

What Clients Say
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Geoffrey is a winner of the Lexpert Rising Stars award for 2020. This award honours

Canada’s leading lawyers under 40 from law firms and in-house.
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